Updated Hourly Emissions Factors for Chinese Power Plants Showing the Impact of Widespread Ultralow Emissions Technology Deployment
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ABSRACT: Nationwide severe air pollution has prompted China to mandate the adoption of ultralow emissions (ULE) control technologies at all of its coal-fired power plants by 2020. This process has accelerated greatly since 2014 and, combined with operational adjustments related to overcapacity, has reduced the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}), sulfur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}), and particulate matter (PM). Yet the quantitative understanding of ULE benefits is poor. Using detailed emissions data from 38 units at 17 power plants, corresponding to 10 combinations of ULE technologies representative of the Chinese power sector, we show that emissions factors for NO\textsubscript{x}, SO\textsubscript{2}, and PM are up to 1–2 orders of magnitude lower after ULE retrofitting. The effectiveness in cutting emissions shows a large spread across the various ULE technology combinations, providing an opportunity to choose the most efficient, economically viable technology (or a combination of technologies) in the future. The temporal variations in emissions at hourly resolution reveal the effects of power plant load on emissions, an increasingly important factor given that power plants are not operated at full capacity. These data will be useful in efforts to understand the evolving state of air quality in China and can also provide a basis for benchmarking state-of-the-art air pollution control equipment globally.

INTRODUCTION

The Chinese government has implemented a number of measures to reduce ambient air pollution, particularly by cutting emissions in the coal-fired power sector. In particular, power companies in China are required to install suites of “ultra-low emissions” (ULE) technologies that can reduce nitrogen oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}), sulfur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}), and particulate matter (PM, including particles of all sizes) emissions from coal-fired power plants to levels comparable to emissions standards for natural gas-fired power plants. Retrofitting with ULE technologies began in 2014 and is expected to cover around 90% of coal-fired power plants in China by the end of 2020. (See Supporting Information, S1 for details on the ULE implementation requirements.) The net effect of these policies has been a significant and accelerating reduction in emissions from coal power plants over the past few years.

Implementation of ULE technologies may have altered the characteristics of power plant emissions beyond a change in the mean value, with important implications for modeling and understanding the effectiveness in reducing ambient pollution. Early studies of power sector emissions in China computed total emissions from annual statistics for regional coal consumption using averaged emissions factors (EFs). Subsequent inventories have improved upon the spatial resolution and accuracy through the incorporation of data at the power plant level. The most comprehensive unit-based inventory is the China Coal-Fired Power plant Emissions Database (CPED), which reports emissions and EF values up to 2010. Data for some new advanced reduction technologies
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have been reported recently. However, a more comprehensive emissions assessment for plants equipped with a full-suite of ULE technologies has not yet been published. For example, ULE technologies may offer benefits beyond those provided by individual technologies; e.g., flue gas desulfurization (FGD) systems appear to offer additional minor benefits in the control of NOx and PM. In addition, the performance of emissions control equipment greatly depends on the specific configuration, as shown in this study.

How ULE technologies may have altered the temporal variability of emissions is also an important question. Since most haze episodes build up within hours, accurate atmospheric modeling requires emissions data with resolution on this time scale. Most published emissions inventories report monthly profiles. Although some inventories provide hourly profiles, these profiles do not change from one day to another or from one region to another. One driver for hourly variations is load-cycling at power plants in China. Overcapacity in the power sector has steadily reduced the capacity factor of the power plant fleet, and this has led to some plants being operated in a dynamic manner. Load-cycling can increase the complexity of the interactions between emissions and haze formation. In addition, turndown of power plants can reduce the thermal efficiency of the plant, resulting in higher coal consumption and higher emissions for a given amount of power output. To date, the effects of load on EF and removal efficiencies are poorly documented, and initial data at Chinese power plants indicate that the relationship between these parameters (EF and removal efficiencies) and load, while monotonic, may not be linear. Updated EF based on higher frequency data is the most direct way to address limitations in temporal resolution. This approach is used in the United States and other countries. However, emissions inventories at this level of temporal resolution have not yet been developed for Chinese coal-fired power plants.

On the basis of detailed information from China Energy Group, the largest coal power company in the world, we analyze the variability of hourly emissions and EF of NOx, SO2, and PM during 2015–2017 across different power-generating units, ULE technology configurations, loads, and time. Data were collected from 38 units at 17 coal-fired power plants retrofitted with ULE technologies between 2014 and 2016. Our data set includes power plants with steam turbine rated capacities from 215 to 1050 MW; power plants with this capacity range represent about 80% of the total capacity in China in 2015. The ULE technologies and technology configurations examined here represent all possible cases for pulverized coal (PC) boilers; together, these PC boilers provide more than 95% of coal-fired capacity, with the rest of the capacity being provided by circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers. High frequency data in intervals of seconds to 1 h are available for flue gas flow rate, pollutant mass concentrations in the flue gas, power load, and other ancillary parameters, allowing, to our knowledge, the first estimate of unit-resolved hourly emissions and EF for power plants in China equipped with ULE technologies.

DATA AND METHODS

Power Generation Units and ULE Technologies. In this paper, ULE technologies refer to a variety of individual emissions control technologies for NOx, SO2, and PM removal. ULE technologies also include upgrading of existing emissions controls through new hardware or optimization of existing equipment. As listed in Supporting Information Table S1, the current national standards require that for a power unit to claim “ULE”, its emissions levels must not exceed 50, 35, and 5 mg per cubic meter as at the standard state (at 1 atm and 273.15 K) (mg/m3) for NOx, SO2, and PM mass concentrations in the flue gas. Supporting Information S2 presents the 38 units from 17 power plants considered for this study, their geographical locations, nameplate generation capacity, emissions control technologies, and the date ULE technologies were installed at the plant (Supporting Information, Table S2 and Figure S1). Plants are grouped by geographic region and type (i.e., with or without heat cogeneration). Eighteen power-only units and 20 electricity and heat cogeneration units are considered. The equipment for 10 distinct configurations for ULE technologies at power units surveyed here are representative of the situation across the Chinese power sector. Specific technologies include low NOx burner (LNB) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NOx control; seawater flue gas desulfurization (SFGD), limestone-gypsum wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD), and an emerging technology (SPC) for SO2 control; dry electrostatic precipitator (ESP), low-low temperature electrostatic precipitator (LLT-ESP), wet electrostatic precipitators (WESP), WFGD, SFGD, and SPC for PM control. A technical description of the SPC technology can be found in the Supporting Information.

Data Collection for Emissions Factors Calculation. Data for 38 units from January 2015 through October 2017 were used to calculate the EFs. The data were downloaded from the Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) database developed by China Energy Group (Supporting Information S2). In 25 units in 12 plants, ULE technologies were introduced during the sampling period, and thus paired data sets from before and after retrofitting of ULE technologies were available for comparison. These data were used to explore the impact of ULE retrofit routes at individual units. The remaining 13 units in 5 plants were retrofitted before the data sampling period, and their data were used to facilitate the analysis of post-ULE EFs.

Depending on type, high frequency data, daily data, or annual data were available. High frequency data measured at each unit at intervals of 5–25 s were available for NOx, SO2, and PM concentrations in the flue gas as well as flue gas volume flow rate. Supporting Information Table S3 reports details for specific measurement methods. The flow rate and pollution concentration data used here were measured with rigorous validation procedures to ensure data quality (see details in Supporting Information S3). These data were corrected to the standard state using measured temperature and pressure in the flue gas and recorded in the CEMS. Power generation data, also at intervals of 5–25 s, are available for 18 electricity-only units.

Daily reported data include the generated standard vapor, raw coal consumption rate, and sulfur content in coal. Other coal properties such as the ash content in coal, and the lower heating value were recorded less frequently, and their annual average values in 2016 were used in this study. The sulfur and ash contents varied with time and location, and their annual average values are shown in Supporting Information Table S4.

Derivation of Emissions and Emissions Factors. Emissions (g/s) are the product of flue gas volume flow rate (m3/h), pollutant concentrations (mg/m3), and a scaling factor for unit conversion (0.001 g/mg). Daily emissions factors and
hourly emissions factors were calculated using the same way—by dividing the emissions by the coal consumption over the period of interest.

Daily EFs were calculated for all 38 units. Here, daily EFs were calculated as daily emissions divided by daily standard coal consumption. The amount of daily standard coal consumption was calculated from daily raw coal consumption and the annual average lower heating value at each unit:

\[ W_S = W_R \times \frac{Q_L}{Q_S} \]  

where \( Q_S \) is the lower heating value for standard coal (29307.6 J/kg), \( Q_L \) is lower heating value for the raw consumed coal, \( W_S \) is the standard coal consumption by mass, and \( W_R \) is the raw coal consumption by mass recorded each day for the given unit.

Hourly EFs were calculated for the 18 electricity-only units, as emissions in an hour divided by coal consumption in that hour. Hourly emissions were calculated from contiguous blocks of high frequency flow rate and pollutant concentration data that span at least 45 min in a given hour. Since hourly coal consumption data were not directly available, the hourly electrical output was used to help estimate the hourly coal consumption for these 18 units. For each day, the daily standard coal consumption was assigned to each hour according to the fraction of hourly electricity output (i.e., power load) in the daily total electricity output. We removed outliers in hourly EF data by excluding values below 2.5 percentile or above 97.5 percentile; these outliers were caused by a variety of operational issues that we do not intend to address here. The daily average of hourly EF values are similar to the daily EFs calculated based on daily emissions (see Supporting Information, Data File "Hourly & daily mean and STD").

Figure 1. (Left) Hourly emissions over 100 consecutive hours before and after ULE retrofit at an electricity-only unit, JH1. (Right) Respective emission results as a function of relative electricity load. All data are provided in the Supporting Information, Data File (Sheet name: Figure 1).
RESULTS

Hourly Emissions at an Exemplary Unit in Actual Operation. The left panels of Figure 1 show hourly emissions of NO\textsubscript{x}, SO\textsubscript{2}, and PM over 100 consecutive hours before (green lines) and after (blue lines) retrofitting with ULE technologies at an exemplary electricity-only unit, JH1. At this unit, LNB and SCR were used to achieve ULE for NO\textsubscript{x}, WFGD for SO\textsubscript{2}, and LLT ESP, WFGD, and WESP for PM. For these pollutants, emissions are reduced by a factor of 2−5 after retrofitting, reflecting the effectiveness of ULE technologies in actual operation. Also, there is significant hour-to-hour and day-to-day variations with no obvious cycles, reflecting the complexity in the actual power plant emissions that is not taken into account in air quality modeling studies.

The right panels of Figure 1 show the dependence of pollutant emissions on relative power load (as fraction of full capacity) at times consistent with the left panels. Before retrofitting with ULE technologies, emissions increased with increasing load, although there is large scatter in emissions. The growth and scatter in emissions are much reduced after retrofitting, in addition to a reduction in the mean values. These changes reflect the complex influences of ULE implementation on emission properties beyond a reduction in the mean EF.

Effects of Retrofitting with ULE Technologies on Emissions Factors. The box plots in Figures 2−4 show the variation of EFs across power units before (left panels) and after (right panels) retrofitting with ULE technologies for each pollutant. Results are presented for the 25 units for which retrofitting occurred during our sampling period and an additional 13 units where retrofitting was completed before the data sampling period. The regulatory limits for EFs, which were calculated with emissions concentration limits (100, 50, and 20 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} for NO\textsubscript{x}, SO\textsubscript{2}, and PM, respectively, before ULE; and 50, 35, and 5 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} after ULE), flue gas volume, and coal consumption, are also shown as black triangles.

As listed in Supporting Information Table S5 for the variety of ULE retrofit routes for the 25 units, most of sampled units already had some pollution control equipment. In these cases,
retrofitting with ULE technologies involved upgrading previous equipment and installing new reduction equipment. **Effect on NO\textsubscript{2} Removal.** Figure 2 shows substantial variability in NO\textsubscript{2} EFs across the 25 units before ULE retrofit. The temporally averaged EF at each unit varied by a factor of 6, from 0.35 to 2.05 g/kg, with a mean value of 0.85 g/kg. After retrofitting with ULE technologies, the temporal and cross-unit mean EF declined to 0.41 g/kg, and the cross-unit variability is also reduced to 0.17–0.55 g/kg. The mean EF value after retrofitting (0.41 g/kg) was equal to 33.9 ± 7.6 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} in terms of pollutant concentration in the flue gas, in compliance with the ULE regulatory standard of 50 mg/m\textsuperscript{3}. The reduction in NO\textsubscript{2} EFs after retrofit was smaller than for SO\textsubscript{2} and PM (see below), because before ULE retrofit the power units were already equipped with SCR and (in some cases) LNB to reduce NO\textsubscript{2} emissions, and the retrofit process was primarily focused on optimization of the existing equipment rather than installing new hardware.

**Effect on SO\textsubscript{2} Removal.** Figure 3 compares the SO\textsubscript{2} EFs before and after retrofitting with ULE technologies at the 25 units. Across the units, retrofitting reduced the temporal mean EF value from 0.16–0.81 g/kg (0.43 g/kg on average) to 0.01–0.37 g/kg (0.17 g/kg on average). The postretrofit temporal and cross-unit average EF (0.17 g/kg) was equivalent to 13.3 ± 7.0 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} in the flue gas, in compliance with the ULE regulatory standard of 35 mg/m\textsuperscript{3}. At four units (ZD1, ZD2, ZD3, and ZD4), the pre-ULE temporal average EF exceed the regulatory pre-ULE limits, whereas the post-ULE EFs are below the ULE regulatory limits, even though the pre-ULE limits are higher than the ULE limits.

Among the three control technologies (SFGD, SPC, and WFGD), SFGD results in the lowest EF (0.018 g/kg on average). An important advantage of SFGD is the use of inexpensive seawater. The high removal efficiency was due, in large part, to the use of large amounts of circulating seawater to maintain sulfur removal efficiency no less than 98%. At units equipped with WFGD, the retrofitting process is focused on optimization of flow distribution in existing equipment; as such, the resulting EF reduction is not as large as those for units lacking effective emission control prior to retrofit.

The SO\textsubscript{2} concentration in the flue gas before passing the emissions control equipment depends on the sulfur content in coal. The sulfur content in the 25 units varied by up to a factor of 3, from 0.3% to 0.8%. To ensure low SO\textsubscript{2} emissions after the pollutant removal process, ULE technologies for units burning higher-sulfur coal must maintain higher removal efficiencies. **Supporting Information** Figure S2 plots the daily EF and removal efficiency for SO\textsubscript{2} as a function of daily sulfur content in the coal consumed cross 25 units. The figure shows weak dependence of post-ULE EF on the sulfur content (left panel) because of the higher removal efficiency (right panel), for all three control technologies (SFGD, SPC, and WFGD).

**Effect on PM Removal.** Figure 4 shows that after retrofitting with ULE technologies, the temporal mean EF of PM were reduced from 0.08–0.25 g/kg across the 25 units (0.13 g/kg on average) to 0.01–0.07 g/kg (0.03 g/kg on average). This substantial reduction is not surprising given the emphasis of air pollution control policies on PM removal. The post-ULE EF (0.03 g/kg) was equivalent to 2.3 ± 1.0 mg/m\textsuperscript{3} in the flue gas, in compliance with the ULE standard of 5 mg/m\textsuperscript{3}. ULE retrofitting also reduces the temporal variability of EFs greatly. We found no clear evidence of any superiority among the six ULE configurations in EF reduction.

**Effects of ULE Retrofit Routes on Emissions Factors.** The retrofitting of ULE technologies involved a combination of installing new equipment and improving existing equipment. This section examines the effect of different technology pathways for ULE retrofitting. Among the 25 units, there were four distinct retrofitting routes for NO\textsubscript{2} removal, four for SO\textsubscript{2}, and six for PM.

**Figure 5** plots the ratio of the average EF before and after retrofit for each of the technology routes. For NO\textsubscript{2}, the ratio...
Diurnal Variability in Post-ULE Emissions Factors and Dependence on Power Load. Figure 6 shows the diurnal variation of power load and pollutant EFs after retrofitting with ULE technologies. Results are presented for the 18 electricity-only units with hourly load data. The time is expressed in Beijing Standard Time. Two units, YH1 and YH2, are located in Yinchuan with about 1 h lag in local solar time relative to Beijing; we thus shifted the data at these two units by 1 h to synchronize the data. At each hour, 95% CI of load or EF was averaged over all days at each unit and then over all units, and the error bar in Figure 6 represents the standard deviation across the 18 units.

The relative load data shows a weak diurnal pattern, with two peaks consistent with socioeconomic activities. The first peak occurs before noon time, which is likely associated with intensified commercial activity and consequent electricity consumption. The second peak occurs around dinner time. The load reaches a minimum around 4:00 am due to reduced residential and industrial power demand. The daytime peaks are similarly about 20% larger than the nighttime minimum. There was large scatter of load in any given hour, illustrating the need to be careful about drawing too many conclusions about patterns from the data without deeper analysis into the drivers behind power demand at individual sites.

Figure 6 shows that for all three pollutants, the average post-ULE EF shows a very weak diurnal pattern. Although there is slight diurnal variability, such variability is insignificant compared to the large variability across the units. The apparently weak correlation between EF and boiler load is consistent with the expectation that the emission performance is decoupled from the boiler operation.

Day-to-Day and Cross-Unit Variability in Post-ULE Emissions Factors. Figure 7 shows the frequency distribution of daily mean post-ULE EF across all days and all 38 units for each pollutant, together with the sulfur content of consumed coal. For NOx, the frequency distribution appears to be Gaussian, with a peak around the EF value of 0.48 g/kg. For SO2, there are clearly three peaks in the frequency around EF values of 0.02, 0.15, and 0.27 g/kg, respectively, representing the distinctive effects of three ULE configurations (SFGD, SPC, and WFGD). For PM, the frequency distribution of EFs largely follows the Weibull distribution with a peak frequency at the EF value of 0.03 g/kg, as a combined effect of the six ULE configurations.

Zhao et al. have also attempted to establish statistical distributions of EFs as a way to quantify the variability across a fleet of power plants and to present measurement errors. Using data from an unpublished government survey, they estimated the removal efficiency of WFGD in practice to be 75% on average, with a triangular distribution (from 55% to 95%). The effects of other FGD systems were estimated to be poorer, with an average removal efficiency of only 20% and a triangular distribution (from 10% to 60%). Our SO2 EF data do not show such triangular distributions (Figure 7). Zhao et al. also used data from field measurements to quantify the performance of ESP, and found removal efficiencies for PM2.5, PM2.5−10, and PM10 of 92.31%, 96.97%, and 99.46% with log-normal, log-normal, and normal distributions, respectively. The shapes of these normal or log-normal distributions are similar but different from the Weibull distribution shown in our PM EF data. Further studies are warranted to address the causes in actual operation of these various distributions.

■ DISCUSSION

Comparison of Our Post-ULE Emissions Factors with the Literature. We further compare our post-ULE EF results (averaged over all 38 units) with those in the literature for Chinese power plant emissions. Overall, our post-ULE EF are
lower than those in the literature, which represent years before 2017, by a factor of 8–23 for NO\textsubscript{x}, 2–80 for SO\textsubscript{2}, and 10–120 for PM. The magnitude of improvement depends on ULE configurations, among other factors. See Supporting Information S4 for detailed descriptions.

**Implications.** High frequency data over 2015–2017 from 38 power units within the China Energy Group fleet confirm that the widespread adoption of ULE technologies is substantially reducing emissions from coal-fired power plants across China. Our estimates of EFs after ULE retrofit for NO\textsubscript{x} (0.48 ± 0.11 g/kg for mean and cross-unit standard deviation), SO\textsubscript{2} (0.02 ± 0.01, 0.1 ± 0.02 and 0.27 ± 0.09 g/kg for SFGD, SPC and WFGD, respectively), and PM (0.01 ± 0.005 to 0.01 g/kg, technology dependent) are lower than national fleet-averaged values from earlier years by up to 1–2 orders of magnitude. Although certain emissions control technologies had already been implemented before retrofitting, optimization of the existing systems still reduced the EF by a factor of 2 or more, as seen in paired data sets for individual units before and after ULE retrofit. The effectiveness of emission reduction shows a great spread among the ULE technologies and technology configurations. This increases the difficulty in understanding the effectiveness of current equipment in reducing pollution (especially on a local scale), but at the same time provides a basis for choosing the most economically viable and environmentally friendly technology (configuration) in the future.

The deployment of ULE technologies also reduces the scatter of EFs across time and units, although the cross-unit variation is still substantial. The EFs depend not only on the type of emission control technology but also on how various technologies are implemented or mixed in actual operation. Thus, using the regional/temporal average EF for a particular type of control technology to calculate emissions at smaller temporal or spatial scales may be subject to data-spread related uncertainty. The post-ULE EFs are insensitive to the power load, which shows a slight diurnal pattern consistent with local social and economic cycles. Future studies can extend this work to other power units and industrial boilers to better characterize the features of pollutant emissions.

The complex temporal and cross-unit variability both before and after retrofitting with ULE technologies shown here poses an important challenge for accurate air quality simulation and forecasting. Especially for air quality forecast in high temporal (i.e., hourly) and spatial (i.e., a few km\textsuperscript{2}) resolutions, a dynamic unit-based high frequency emission data set reflecting the actual power and industrial operations is needed. In this respect, our updated EFs represent an upgrade over the current emission inventories, and are expected to improve the accuracy of atmospheric modeling.

A final point concerns the effect of economic incentives on emissions performance. Over the period studied, regional governments offered a subsidy of up to 1 cent RMB/kWh (2–3.3% of electricity grid price) for power plants complying with the ULE emissions standards. We noticed that the operation of emissions control technologies did not always follow the boiler operation (i.e., emissions control equipment was operated at 55–85% of full capacity even when the boiler was turned down to levels as low as 40%). We suspect that operating at this higher fraction of ULE control capacity was done to preserve sufficient margin to ensure continual compliance with ULE standards. It is quite possible that, as experience is gained, operators may choose to operate with less margin, resulting in a higher absolute emissions level, closer to the regulatory limit. This could result in a slight increase in EFs, as the performance converges to levels stipulated by regulation.

**Figure 6.** Diurnal cycle of power load and EFs averaged over all days, for the 18 electricity-only units with available hourly load data. Error bars represent one standard deviation across the units. All data are provided in the Supporting Information Data File (Sheet name: Figure 6).
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